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Abstract

Endodontic treatment of immature traumatic non-vital permanent teeth is delicate since open apices and divergent canal walls render the debridement and obturation difficult. Its success depends on the closure of the root apex and the establishment of an apical barrier. Different materials are used for the apexification procedure. Calcium hydroxide apexification is the most common treatment for necrotic, immature permanent teeth. The aim of this report is to present a case of apexification using a single injected calcium hydroxide dressing for the treatment of a necrotic pulp of permanent incisors with wide open apexes in a young patient. The obtained result indicated that an apical stop is created with single visit apexification. Radiologic examination after 5 months showed that the apices of the maxillary incisors are completed by newly formed tissue. In spite of success in apical barrier formation by single visit calcium hydroxide dressing, long-term follow-up of these teeth is necessary.
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Résumé

Le traitement endodontique des dents permanentes immatures à la suite d’un trauma est délicat puisque les apex ouverts et la divergence des parois canalaires rendent le débridement et l’obturation difficiles. Son succès dépend de la création d’une constriction apicale. Différents matériaux sont utilisés pour la procédure d’apexification. L’apexification au moyen de l’hydroxyde de calcium est le traitement le plus répandu pour les dents permanentes immatures et/ou à pulpe nécrosée. L’objectif de ce rapport est de présenter un cas d’apexification réalisée en une seule séance à l’aide d’un hydroxyde de calcium injecté dans le cadre du traitement de la pulpe nécrosée des incisives permanentes immatures à apex largement ouverts chez une jeune patiente. L’examen radiologique à 5 mois a montré la fermeture complète des apex des incisives supérieures.
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**Introduction**

Dental traumatic injuries are very frequent among children and teenagers, especially in the range of 7 to 14 years old [1]. They may lead to tooth non-vitality. The anterior permanent incisors are usually the most affected teeth. When the apices are incompletely formed and the canals are wide, the endodontic treatment is often a major challenge because of the lack of apical constriction.

Apexification is the traditional technique to manage such cases; it is defined as “a method to induce a calcified barrier in a root with an open apex or the continued apical development of an incomplete root in teeth with necrotic pulp” [2].

Calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) has been the material of choice for the apexification of immature permanent teeth [2, 3]. The time taken for complete apexification using calcium hydroxide has been reported to be variable, ranging from 5-20 months [3, 4] or 12.9 months as an average [5].

In this period, how frequently the calcium hydroxide dressing should be changed is a controversy in the endodontic literature. A report advocated changes at 1 month and at 6-8 months intervals until apical barrier formation [6]. Other studies have shown that replacing the dressing could be beneficial when calcium hydroxide is washed out of the canal [7].

This long course treatment has some challenges, like losing the temporary coronal restoration leading to re-infection [8], the risk of tooth fracture if the treatment is prolonged for extended periods [9, 10] and the need for many recall visits. Furthermore, this treatment requires a high level of patient compliance and the follow-up appointments to radiographically assess the barrier formation become critical.

For these reasons, a single-visit apexification using a single dressing with Ca(OH)2 has been suggested to induce apical barrier formation in non-vital immature teeth [11-13].

This case report describes the management of immature anterior incisors in a single visit, using Ca(OH)2 injected dressing to induce apexification.

**Case report**

A 9-year-old girl presented to our department with a fractured permanent maxillary right and left central incisors. The patient fell while playing 6 months ago. The fracture in the permanent maxillary central incisors was evident on clinical examination. The pulp was necrotic since no response was obtained when applying vitality tests (cold and heat tests). The patient had mild pain on percussion. There was absence of any sinus tract.

Periapical radiography showed incomplete root formation with wide open apices (Fig. 1).

Both incisors were treated to induce apical development. In the first visit, an access cavity was prepared with high-speed round diamond bur under coolant. The necrotic pulp tissues in the chamber were removed with slow-speed round bur and the remained tissues in the canal were removed with broaches. The canal working length was determined with a K-file #30. Irrigation with 5% sodium hypochlorite was done throughout cleaning and shaping. The canal was dried using sterile absorbent paper points. After preparing the canal, a plastic needle was pushed down through the canal.

Then Ca(OH)2 Calcipex (Calcipex and Calcipex Plain, Nippon Shika Yakuhin KK, Shimonoseki, Japan) was injected into the canal during the pulling out process until the canal was completely filled (Fig. 2). The access cavity was temporarily obturated with Cavisol, an impermanent filling material that hardens when in contact with the saliva.

Periapical radiographs of both incisors showed continued apical development. At the recall visit 5 months later, the closure of the apex was evident on the radiograph.

Apexification was confirmed clinically by using paper point. At that time point, the canals were conventionally obturated with gutta percha (Fig 3) and a composite restauration in the access cavity.

**Discussion**

Different materials have been used in the apexification of non-vital pulp in permanent teeth such as zinc oxide-iodoform [14], poly-antibiotic paste [15], antiseptic paste [16], calcium hydroxide based materials [17], Vitapex [18], or even no material at all [19].

The calcium hydroxide, introduced by Hermann in 1930 [20], has been used with great success to induce the formation of an apical hard tissue barrier in immature open apices. Its biological characteristics and bacteriological effects are numerous. Calcium hydroxide has an antimicrobial effect [3] by releasing hydroxyl ions [21, 22] which cause protein denaturation and bacterial DNA damage. According to Sheehy and Roberts [23], the use of calcium hydroxide for apical barrier formation is successful in 74-100% of cases.

Kaiser [24] and Frank [25] were the first to use it and to report the reliable closure of immature roots. Because of its enhanced success rate, easy availability for clinician and affordability for patients, it has gained widest acceptance in the literature.

Chawla [12] has suggested that the amount of Ca(OH)2 in the single root canal dressing was sufficient to initiate and complete the bridge in 92.3% of the teeth in his study. Chosack et al. [26] suggested that repeated root filling are not required as Ca(OH)2 is only required to initiate healing process. They also reported that the Ca(OH)2 has to be replaced if there are any symptoms or displacement of the medicament.

The frequency of Ca(OH)2 dressing change is one of the few variables within the operator’s control, which also has an effect on the speed of bar-
rier formation. The time interval for calcium hydroxide apexification has been reported to be variable, ranging from 3-24 months [10]. Some studies showed that when the frequency of changes was low, rapid barrier formation was seen whereas when the frequency of the changes was high, it needed more time for barrier to be formed [27, 28]. Also it is confirmed that, if the apical barrier is disturbed by repeated instrumentation and dressing changes, the time needed for apex formation will be prolonged [29].

Calcipex is a calcium hydroxide water-based paste for root canal dressing. It is easy to handle and the most easily removed. Its high radiopacity facilitates the radiological control during follow-up visits [30]. Patient compliance was not a concern in this study since an apical barrier was observed in a short period of 5 months and one single visit was necessary to achieve that.

Conclusion

The case described in this report showed that a single Ca(OH)2 dressing is enough to induce the apical barrier formation in immature teeth. However, this result can't be generalized. Further studies on a larger sample with long-term follow-ups are necessary to prove the efficacy of this procedure.
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